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Executive Summary

Disasters continue to present tremendous obstacles to sustained development progress and the wellbeing of communities around the world. Key to mitigating the long-term impacts of disasters is the ability to rapidly respond and recover in ways that build resilience and protect hard-fought development gains. However, the information systems needed to support such resilient and equitable recovery are currently lacking, such that decision makers often end up gathering evidence for recovery decisions in ad-hoc ways rather than systematically.

In the hours, days, and weeks following a disaster, governments of affected countries, international institutions, the humanitarian sector and other stakeholders try to make sense of the catastrophe with information and data that is limited in scope and considerably uncertain. In a relatively short time frame, these stakeholders must grapple with making urgent response and recovery decisions with limited and uncertain data, knowing that their early plans will have long-term impacts on recovery processes. These decisions are further complicated by the many ways that disaster impacts are entangled with pre-disaster inequities and vulnerabilities, often meaning that the poorest and most disempowered bear the brunt of damage and impacts.

This study focuses on the information and the data that influence early decision-making processes after a disaster. We call this project Informatics for Equitable Recovery because we have built frameworks for developing information systems that focus on identifying not only those who are impacted but also those who are least able to recover so that we can inform more equitable long-term recovery processes.

The main outcomes of this study are the following:

1. **We propose and provide new tools to estimate and map post-disaster building damage more accurately, integrating the multiple data-sources produced after a disaster.**
   Our Geospatial Data Integration Framework (G-DIF) produces high-resolution estimates and maps of building damage which leverage and integrate numerous data sources, mobilizing recent advances in remote sensing and big data technologies. G-DIF relies on a limited amount of ground-truth data to locally calibrate and integrate the increasing number of damage proxies produced after a disaster into a single estimate and map of damage and its uncertainty. When validated against the full data-set of building damage across the entire affected area, we demonstrated that the model more accurately captures the scale and spatial distribution of damage. Importantly, through the integration of numerous data sources, local calibration from limited ground truth data, and accounting for the spatial relation in data, G-DIF is a very flexible, scalable and generalizable framework for estimating and mapping post-disaster damage. Implementing the framework can further provide context-specific damage estimates irrespective of new technological developments or the specific data that is produced after an event.

2. **We provide new insights into the diversity of recovery trajectories and the characteristics that link pre-disaster vulnerability to post-disaster recovery and need.**
   While defining a normative standard of equity in recovery is beyond the scope of this
study, we highlight salient sources of differential vulnerability and need that can be incorporated into early disaster assessments. While building damage is often the simplest measurement of disaster impact, it is insufficient to capture the differential needs and obstacles to recovery. Through extensive household surveys, we identify social, economic and geographical characteristics before and immediately after the earthquake that are predictive of household recovery progress years later. Importantly, recovery can follow many different paths, often involving difficult trade-offs. Even if households reconstruct to higher standards, common narratives around ‘building back better’ can conceal complex recovery trajectories fraught with trade-offs between rapidity of reconstruction, housing safety, taking on debt, and much more. Resilience gains in one dimension, like safer construction, can come at the expense of another dimension, like increased debt. For any large crisis, recovery trajectories are not linear, lack a clear end-point and rarely converge to the pre-disaster state. Such empirical evidence can support more effective and wholistic community recovery.

3. We developed a metric to estimate differential post-disaster need in order to inform early decision making that fosters more effective and equitable recovery processes. We demonstrate that factors contributing to post-disaster persistent need (PDPN) are to some extent predictable. As such, we propose and share a framework to indicate which communities are likely to have persistent needs and face obstacles to recovery. While probabilistic and uncertain, such additional sources of information are important when planning recovery activities and monitoring systems. Unlike the building damage mapping (conducted through G-DIF), which is an estimate of the immediate state of impact, the PDPN metric is a prediction of a future outcome of recovery. It highlights the fact that even though two communities might have been impacted equally, one might recover more quickly and to different standards because it benefits from certain socioeconomic or geographic factors that put it at an advantage over the other. Tools such as the PDPN metric are important because basing decisions solely on estimates of physical damage tends to prioritize addressing damage over addressing most critical needs. This can conceal potentially adverse trade-offs and exacerbate pre-existing inequalities by supporting those with the greatest assets rather than those with the greatest needs.

Insights and tools developed are based on the Nepal 2015 Gorkha earthquake as our case study. In the aftermath of the earthquake, significant amounts of data was collected or produced to facilitate the response and recovery. For this reason, we are able to validate our methods with multiple existing datasets that have been produced for this event.

We openly provide the tools and frameworks developed in this study to the community of potential users. In designing them, we focused on making them flexible to diverse data inputs but context-specific to enable generalizability across regions and hazards, while also ensuring local validation through incorporating ground truth data inputs. We close this report with recommendations for use of the tools and ideas we share throughout. Most clearly, the tools to rapidly estimate damage and persistent needs can inform important post-disaster decision-making processes and existing planning processes such as the Post-Disaster Needs Assessment. Looking beyond physical impacts to buildings and infrastructure uncovers important elements of social vulnerability, around which recovery activities can engage more deeply. As such, the information systems underpinning early recovery planning can lead to more effective, resilient and equitable recovery.
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Background & Motivations

Disasters have complex, multi-faceted impacts in the short and long term. The information systems we currently use to understand disaster impacts are highly uncertain and leave us with an incomplete picture. We need new ways to estimate immediate and long-term effects of disasters that give us a more holistic understanding of their impacts.
1. Background & Motivations

Post-disaster recovery is a challenging process. Those empowered to lead this process – most often national governments, international financial institutions, and the humanitarian sector – must address at least three interlinked challenges. First, that disaster recovery decisions must be made with great urgency, limited information, and under considerable uncertainty; second, that disasters disproportionately affect the poorest and most disempowered; and third, that disaster recovery is a complex and multi-faceted process where early recovery decisions will have long-term impacts.

Our project, Informatics for Equitable Recovery, develops tools to address each of these challenges by improving how stakeholders can map damage and integrate social vulnerability into post-disaster information systems.

1.1: Informatics: more transparent and reflective impact assessments to inform decisions

Effective recovery decisions require clear evidence. In particular, nearly all post-disaster recovery decisions rely on the availability of disaster impact information to understand how and where communities have been impacted. These sources and systems of information include risk models, crowdsourced maps, early field surveys, and more. Such informatics are also key to reducing the long-term impacts of disasters by supporting response and recovery efforts that build resilience in impacted communities.

In recent years, the amount of data rapidly available after a disaster has increased dramatically, especially with advances in technologies such as remote sensing and crowdsourced mapping. This proliferation of post-disaster information means that stakeholders must often sift through different types of data with varying levels of reliability to inform their decisions. Furthermore, current informatics tend to overemphasise losses to physical assets, thus leading recovery activities to be concentrated in the areas with the most damage rather than areas with the most need after a disaster.

New frameworks are therefore needed that are transparent, well-contextualised, and reflective of both damage and differential needs. Our project addresses these gaps by developing tools to produce more accurate and transparent spatial estimates of impact by combining existing informatics and extending measures of impact from purely physical damage to differential need.
1.2: Equity: reckoning with differential needs and obstacles to recovery

No two households experience a disaster the same way. Households, communities, and even nations are affected by disasters in ways that reflect pre-disaster vulnerabilities, which are themselves products of past decisions. In any community, factors like community infrastructure, access to markets, livelihood diversity, and social capital all shape vulnerability to natural hazards long before an earthquake or other event happens.

Despite this differential vulnerability being recognised, post-disaster recovery decisions often do not account for, or may at times exacerbate, pre-disaster inequalities. This can happen despite the best intentions of recovery planners and stakeholders: in the urgency of post-disaster action, it can be challenging to identify which households or communities will have the greatest persistent needs or predict how policies might affect vulnerable groups differently. Tools that can help identify persistent post-disaster needs — essentially, identifying groups that face exceptionally intractable obstacles to recovering after a disaster — can inform how stakeholders plan, target, and monitor recovery programs.

New methods and tools are therefore needed to better identify, explain, and make actionable the diverse needs of households after a disaster. Obstacles to recovery also depend heavily on context, so close attention must be paid to the experiences of communities to identify early predictors of need that can be useful rapidly after an event. Our project illustrates a framework to estimate early trajectories of recovery accounting for pre-existing vulnerabilities, enabling local stakeholders to promote more equitable recovery outcomes.

1.3: Recovery: developing a holistic understanding of long-term disaster impacts

What exactly does it mean to ‘recover’ after a disaster? Post-disaster recovery is exceptionally challenging to define, since disasters can affect regions with very different pre-disaster characteristics, levels of wellbeing, and development trajectories. It is not always clear to what extent households facing such challenges can really be said to have ‘recovered’. Even so, scholars and practitioners continue to emphasise actions to link recovery processes with development, risk reduction, and resilience-building efforts, often referred to as ‘building back better’.

While academic and policy debates about recovery and related concepts continue, recovery planners and stakeholders still need to define specific, actionable and reportable metrics of impact and recovery in order to carry out processes like Post-Disaster Needs Assessments (PDNAs), donor conferences for international support, and recovery monitoring after an event. Stakeholders already use some metrics of impact to inform recovery, but these often focus too narrowly on immediate damage to physical infrastructure. Much more needs to be done to expand the assessment of disaster impacts beyond physical damage to incorporate non-physical aspects and reflect different
household recovery trajectories. Measures of impact and recovery should investigate more of the social and economic aspects of livelihood disruption caused by disasters — including factors like mental and physical health, incomes and debt, and issues like nutrition and sanitation.

Our project therefore develops new approaches to account for the multidimensional impacts of disaster and obstacles to recovery. Such approaches are needed for researchers and stakeholders to be able to inform recovery programs and interventions more holistically.

1.4: Human-centric informatics: debates linking values and practice

Our consortium is not the first to notice issues of equity in disaster recovery or to propose new frameworks to develop more human-centric disaster informatics. We draw on a rich literature from the social sciences, engineering, data science, science and technology studies, geography, human rights, development studies, and other fields to inform our approach to modelling, surveying, and understanding the differential impacts of disaster.

While we do not explicitly define a normative standard of equity here — as others have explored in numerous disasters and contexts — we do highlight salient sources of differential vulnerability and need that can be incorporated into a stakeholder’s assessment. We see our categories and informatics as wholistic but not exhaustive. For example, questions about differential access to resources and housing reconstruction outcomes are highlighted both in our data and in the literature, but we also incorporated other emergent factors such as debt and mental health based on our exploratory research.

Given that recovery, equity and resilience are complex and multi-dimensional problems, our approach to disaggregate and describe — rather than aggregate and advocate — enables stakeholders to more readily use sector-specific information to improve recovery plans. This approach allows us to contribute to debates on equity in disaster recovery while also producing informatics that are useful to stakeholders making decisions after an event. We welcome and encourage further debate on these topics, especially questions of equity in recovery and the use of evidence in post-disaster decisions. Other references and resources on this important topic include those listed in

1.5: ‘Informatics for Equitable Recovery’: a new, transdisciplinary perspective on post-disaster information

Combining these three motivations, our project Informatics for Equitable Recovery brings together diverse disciplinary and methodological backgrounds including engineering, data science, applied statistics, mapping and geographical information systems, and the qualitative and quantitative social sciences. We combine these perspectives to develop tools that stakeholders can use to estimate post-disaster impacts and understand persistent recovery needs.
Study Region: Our team looks at post-earthquake impact estimation and recovery in Nepal, after the April 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake — the country’s largest earthquake since 1934. The earthquake struck the Gorkha district near Nepal’s capital city, Kathmandu, thus affecting both urban areas and remote rural regions. Massive amounts of data were collected and produced in the immediate response and recovery phases by local and international groups, precipitating a key moment in what some observers call Nepal’s ‘data revolution’\textsuperscript{13, 14}. Notably, the Government of Nepal orchestrated a large-scale building-by-building survey to identify beneficiaries for its reconstruction assistance program focused on rebuilding safer homes\textsuperscript{15}. We focus our study on the same districts where this census of surveys were carried out--the 11 rural districts of the 14 “severely hit” and “crisis hit” districts\textsuperscript{16}.

Working closely with our team members in Nepal who were directly involved in post-disaster data crowdsourcing\textsuperscript{17} and collection\textsuperscript{18}, we developed three work streams to develop informatics for equitable recovery.

The Informatics for Equitable Recovery Approach
The following sections describe our approach to developing methods to rapidly assess impact and recovery needs for disaster recovery planning. We develop two new models for (1) more accurate estimation and mapping of post-disaster damage (Section 4) and (2) prediction and mapping of post-disaster persistent need accounting for pre-existing community vulnerability characteristics (Section 6). Through extensive field interviews of households impacted by disaster, we further uncover and detail the complexity of disaster impacts and recovery trajectories (Section 5). We close this report with recommendations for use of the tools and the ideas we share throughout.

References

21 This survey was supported by Kathmandu Living Labs. Data is openly available at http://eq2015.npc.gov.np/#/about
24 Kathmandu Living Labs. “National Housing Reconstruction Programme Project”
Rapidly estimating post-disaster building damage

The Geospatial Data Integration Framework (G-DIF) is a method to combine all the damage data produced after a disaster into a single, context-specific estimate of regional building damage which is locally calibrated with ground truth data.
2. Rapidly estimating post-disaster building damage

One of the most essential pieces of information after a disaster is the scale and extent of building damage. To prepare for the scale and need of the recovery process, the national government of the affected country will often conduct a Post Disaster Needs Assessment (PDNA) 4-6 weeks after the disaster, part of which requires an estimation of the “damage to infrastructure and physical assets”\(^{19}\). The PDNA is one example of a post-disaster sense-making process\(^{20}\), and represents a crucial moment for stakeholders from different sectors — including housing, education, public health, heritage, and many others — to collectively gather evidence and understand a disaster’s impacts.

For earthquakes and numerous other hazards, damage to the housing sector often comprises the largest portion of total losses. However, the method to estimate housing damage in the PDNA can be ad-hoc and potentially inaccurate due to the difficulty of synthesizing multiple datasets the government might receive from the ground and from outside data producers\(^{21}\).

Many data producers recognize that data on building damage is required after a disaster. We see an increasing number of post-disaster damage maps, especially with the increasing availability of remote sensing data. Institutional examples include the USGS’s PAGER estimate\(^{22}\), Copernicus’s manually conducted rapid emergency mapping products\(^{23}\), and NASA’s Damage Proxy Map\(^{24}\). The popularity of developing post-disaster damage maps is also reflected by multiple attempts to crowdsource building damage\(^{25}\), recent competitions to use machine learning to identify building damage\(^{26}\), and the focus within academia to develop similar damage identification models\(^{27}\).

Generally, these rapid damage datasets that are produced after a disaster fall into three categories:

1. **Damage prediction models** are near-real-time predictions of regional impact available within hours, as soon as a map of shaking intensity is available, and usually based on simplified engineering risk analysis methods. Examples include USGS’s PAGER system or the World Bank’s GRADE\(^{29}\).

2. **Remote sensing-derived damage data** are observations related to damage, retrieved from earth observation technologies such as sensors mounted on satellites, aircraft, or unmanned aerial vehicles. These observations are either interpreted automatically through an algorithm or manually by humans.

3. **Field surveys** surveys can take multiple forms, but most include at least an assignment of a damage state or damage grade to individual buildings on the ground. These surveys are typically carried out by engineering reconnaissance teams (e.g. EERI’s Learning from Earthquake program), commissioned by the government, and/or carried out for the PDNA.
Both the damage prediction models and the remote sensing-derived damage datasets are useful, because they provide damage estimates over a large region in a relatively short timescale (most are available within the first 2 weeks). Unfortunately, these datasets can be inaccurate because they are either predictions that use global estimation methodologies or are observations from above (nadir) that cannot capture all types of damage (such as when the bottom stories of a building collapse on themselves yet the roof remains mostly intact).

### 2.1: The Geospatial Data Integration Framework

The Geospatial-Data Integration Framework (G-DIF) capitalizes on all these existing data sources by using them as inputs to rapidly estimate building damage. G-DIF requires a limited sample of primary damage data from field surveys, which are accurate but have low spatial coverage, to predict damage using secondary data from damage prediction models and remote sensing, which have lower accuracy but higher spatial coverage. In G-DIF, the data sources that are most accurate—or most related to the “true” building damage from the field surveys—get automatically weighted more importantly than those with inaccurate damage information. G-DIF results in a single map of building damage that is more accurate than any single damage dataset, especially at local-levels. This damage map can be updated as more field surveys (or other data) are collected, resulting in increasingly accurate estimates of damage.

#### Requirements for implementing G-DIF:

- A set of field surveys scattered throughout the area where you need to map damage
- Secondary damage data produced after the event. For earthquakes, this will likely include the USGS PAGER estimate and NASA’s Damage Proxy Map. Other options include crowdsourced maps and alternative products that will likely be openly available on online databases (e.g. reliefweb.com).
- Other geospatial covariates that might inform building damage (example: USGS Shakemap, topographic slope, geological data, etc).
- Damage data integration model implemented in the source code using the R statistical computing software is available through the https://disaster-analytics.com/projects/ier-nepal/

As an example, we implement G-DIF as if we were to do it in the month after the April 25, 2015 Nepal earthquake. We use an example set of field survey assessments in our study region, taken from the survey coordinated by the Government of Nepal’s Central Bureau of Statistics to identify beneficiaries for the government’s National Housing Reconstruction Program (NHRP), hereon referred to as the NHRP dataset. Again, this survey was carried out for all households in the 11 “most affected” districts outside Kathmandu Valley, so we focus our analysis in these 11 districts. We combine a random sample of these surveys (100 grids, consisting of about 1000 buildings) and combine it with the following datasets:

1. **Shaking intensity** - A map of the shaking intensity produced by USGS’s Shakemap
3. **Engineering forecast** - A prediction of total damage we developed using the USGS Shakemap and Nepali building fragility curves
4. **Elevation** - Another covariate that could be related to building damage (and ends up falling out of the prediction)
1 Collect field surveys
Trained researchers survey buildings at a random sample of locations throughout the affected area.

2 Connect with secondary data
Merge field surveys with other damage data produced for the same event.

3 Build trend model
The trend model relates the field surveys to all other secondary data. It’s called the “trend” because it predicts the average spatial trend in damage.

4 Build spatial error model
The spatial error model is used to estimate the error at all locations. “Error” refers to the difference between the trend and true damage. It is spatial because it is based on spatial correlation in the error.

5 Predict the trend and error at all locations
Using the secondary data from (2) and the models from (3) and (4), we can predict the trend and error for all the locations we didn’t survey.

Advantages of G-DIF
G-DIF is ideal to implement for post-disaster impact assessments because:
1. It can adapt to the data that is available.
2. It automatically downweights inaccurate damage data inputs.
3. It easily fits into existing impact assessment processes.

6 Sum together to get final damage estimate
The final estimate of damage is simply the sum of the trend and the error. All units are the same as the field surveyed damage, so it’s similar to if we were to field survey all locations.
2.2: Damage estimates with increased accuracy

Implementing G-DIF results in a map of predicted damage that is both visually and analytically more accurate than other datasets. As we can see below, the G-DIF estimate better captures local spatial patterns of damage than alternative estimates.

![Figure 2: More accurate maps of damage. A comparison of the map of damage from the (a) Geospatial Data Integration Framework (black points are locations of field surveys) with (b) the true damage from the NHRP field surveys and (c) the damage estimate from a damage prediction model. All maps show the average damage grade of all buildings within a grid for visual comparison. Simple visual inspection shows that the G-DIF damage estimate better captures damage and its spatial distribution compared the alternative damage prediction model.](image)

The close agreement between G-DIF and the true damage is expected, since G-DIF uses local measurements from field surveys to simultaneously calibrate and supplement datasets that might be prepared using global methods. The improvement in damage prediction is even further highlighted when looking at the errors at the local or district scale (Figure 3). For each grid (at whichever resolution we compute our prediction), we compute the error (or difference) between the predicted damage from G-DIF and the observed damage from the government led field survey. We can then develop histograms of error for all grids in a district or other area of interest. A well-performing model should result in an error histogram centered at zero (near-zero average error, also known as having little ‘prediction bias’) and with little spread (high precision, also known as having little ‘prediction variance’). Looking at all 11 districts, G-DIF’s damage estimate has lower bias and variance than the estimate from a damage estimation model--this increased accuracy becomes even more pronounced for local districts.
(a) Mean Squared Error (less is better)

(b) Bias (closer to zero is better)

Figure 4: Improvement with more field surveys. G-DIF’s damage estimate has lower error as the number of field surveys (nfs) increases. In fact it can be updated over time as more data is collected.

We also tested G-DIF with different amounts and locations of field surveys. With just 50 field surveyed locations (which is 0.06% of the total number of grids and between 250-1150 buildings), the G-DIF estimate results in a lower total error (mean squared error) than that of a damage prediction model (Figure 4). So, if just a small percentage of the buildings in the affected region are surveyed on the field, it’s likely that the results from G-DIF will be more accurate than the typical damage prediction model in most data-limited regions.
2.3: Advantages

The Geospatial Data Integration Framework can produce more accurate and higher-resolution estimates of damage after a disaster. It can be integrated in and inform numerous existing impact assessments, such as the Post Disaster Needs Assessment. The main advantages of G-DIF are that it's a flexible framework in terms of:

1. **Data:** It can integrate most data made available in a particular post-disaster context.
2. **Technology:** It is not reliant on any particular technology and could be used with future technologies (e.g. new remote-sensing technologies), and
3. **Context:** It is generalizable to other contexts since it is always locally calibrated with available field data.

While accurate estimates of physical damage are key for informing early response and recovery activities, such an impact assessment is only one factor in understanding and assessing the total needs for recovery.
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Going beyond building damage - understanding recovery

In rebuilding their houses, people face difficult choices between the pace of reconstruction, building more earthquake-resistant houses, avoiding taking on debt that will be difficult to pay off, and many other tradeoffs. The earthquake has also had important impacts on mental health, education, livelihoods, water supplies, and food security.
Improved rapid post-disaster estimates of housing damage, as outlined in the G-DIF framework above, can help national governments, international financial institutions, the humanitarian sector, and other stakeholders more effectively mobilize aid, as well as plan and implement recovery activities. This is a crucially important first step in helping affected people recover.

Our project also sought to understand the adequacy and/or limitations of measuring disaster impact solely in terms of building damage, and measuring disaster recovery solely in terms of housing reconstruction. We further aimed to improve our understanding of how recovery trajectories unfold over time, beyond building damage, and where diverse recovery needs may remain unmet in the medium- to longer-term. Toward this end, we carried out a field study in 2019, around four years after the earthquake. Physical housing recovery was a major focus, but we also looked broadly at diverse aspects of household well-being, including displacement, food security, education, and mental health. We began with in-depth interviews with residents, community leaders, and other stakeholders in the recovery process. Based on these qualitative findings, we developed and carried out a quantitative household survey (n=815) in the most-affected districts, accompanied by interviews with ward leaders in each surveyed community.

To enable comparisons with the NHRP survey completed in the first year after the earthquake, we sampled households from the 11 most affected districts in our study region. Surveyed areas are therefore mostly rural. The following summary synthesizes findings and reflections from both the interviews and survey.

### Key themes of qualitative interviews and household survey questions with residents and community leaders

- **Physical impacts**: impacts on housing, water supply systems, roads, and community infrastructure.
- **Socioeconomic impacts**: impacts on livelihoods, mental health, food security and nutrition, education.
- **Home reconstruction**: factors that helped or hindered the reconstruction of people’s homes.
- **Building back better**: factors leading to whether, how, and at what cost people rebuilt houses that would be safer in any future earthquake.
- **Community life and cooperation**: the level of interaction and involvement with other members of the community.
- **Livelihood recovery**: factors leading to whether people were able to re-establish their livelihoods, including family members living elsewhere and sending remittances.
3.1: Recommendations for conducting field surveys

We developed and implemented a survey of 815 households in 11 earthquake-affected districts in rural Nepal. This was a major undertaking that required the expertise, collaboration, and energy of field researchers, app developers, trainers, and social scientists. These nine reflections from our colleagues in Kathmandu Living Labs (KLL) describe replicable best practices for those considering deploying similar surveys for collecting recovery data.

Nine tips for recruiting, training, and mobilizing field researchers: Reflections on field data collection

1. **Identify people with energy and passion.** Field work is physically challenging, especially in difficult terrain. So, do we look for people with tons of experience in field work or do we recruit people who have little or no experience but are full of energy and passion? There is a trade-off. Also, keep in mind that the former group may have fatigue from their field experiences. In our project, we decided to recruit young people with energy and passion.

2. **Reconceptualize the predominant view of the field data collector.** Often, field data collectors are narrowly viewed as ‘enumerators’ or ‘surveyors’. Field work encompasses much more than mere data collection. Before collecting data, researchers have to understand local power dynamics, identify key influencers and take them in confidence, and develop rapport with the responder. Collecting data is only one part of the puzzle. So, we rightfully called them ‘field researcher’.

3. **Help field researchers understand other benefits of field work.** In many cases, field mobilisers and field workers see the exchange of a certain number of data records and their remuneration as the sole contract. In reality, field researchers gain much more than the money they earn. They develop different skills: technological skills, social skills, research skills, and get an opportunity to visit a new place, expand their networks, enrich their CVs, and more. For example, our field researchers shared that they developed mapping skills and improved their ability to communicate through their field experiences. In order to help them understand these additional benefits, we integrated discussions on personal and professional development as part of the training.

4. **Emphasize the contribution that field work makes.** People are often looking for the meaning of their work. When field researchers understand the meaning of their field work, both the quantity and quality of data increase. Completing field work well requires both extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. Each piece of data is collected to answer certain research questions, inform policy decisions, or change the lives of people. During their training process, we were careful to situate their contributions in the scheme of things, including explaining the motivations of our project and the scope of our research.

5. **Let the field researchers know early on that this is going to be a different experience for them.** The field researchers need to know from the very beginning that the work they are going to undertake is going to be different from their experiences in the field. Fieldwork in post-disaster contexts requires exceptional nuance and sensitivity, and we emphasised these practices in our training, check-in, and debriefing processes.
6. **Do not just ask for numbers of records; ask also about researchers’ wellbeing in the field.** In the field, people may encounter adversity. They may have been going through all sorts of difficulties such as lack of food, sleep and other anxieties. It is difficult to build rapport with new people every day, and it is difficult to ask about a disaster that for many was also a tragedy. Researchers need to feel that their difficulties are heard and their wellbeing is cared for, especially by the organisers of the study. After all, field researchers are human. To ensure their wellbeing, we constantly stayed in touch with field researchers throughout the survey process. We also encouraged them to push themselves but never at the cost of their own wellbeing.

7. **Stand on the shoulders of giants.** It is always important to have an authorised entry into the field areas so as to maximise local support and minimise adversities. We secured support from NRA in the form of a letter and also encouraged all the field researchers to get in touch with local governments of their sample areas. This radically changed their field experience, granting them smooth access to many survey sites.

8. **Build on past experiences.** Our local collaborating team, Kathmandu Living Labs (KLL), had already done several field surveys in the past, some of which were large-scale mobilisations. Many of the tips listed above were, in fact, inspired by KLL's prior work. We used those lessons in this survey and it worked.

9. **Encourage them to think of themselves as field researchers beyond the field experience.** It was important for us to not only train the researchers in field work, but in overall research methods, research ethics, questionnaire development and sampling. Furthermore, we also tasked them with reflecting on their overall experience and presenting their learning and challenges with the entire team. We developed a skilled team that will sustain itself beyond this one field work.
3.2: The factors that shape reconstruction

Destruction of housing is an especially tangible and far-reaching impact of an earthquake. Even as our interviews tried to explore more indirect impacts beyond building damage alone, we found that residents and community leaders tended to steer conversations back toward the damage to houses, the difficulties living in temporary shelters, and the difficulties in starting and completing the reconstruction or repair of their homes. Housing destruction is a major impact with both immediate and longer-term consequences.

We examined three main aspects related to housing reconstruction: how quickly people were able to rebuild, the quality of their rebuilt homes (size, comfort, and earthquake resistance), and whether people were able to rebuild without compromising their future well-being (by selling assets or taking on burdensome debt).

Reconstruction was fastest for those whose houses had suffered the greatest damage in the earthquake. We found that most of those with high levels of earthquake damage have finished reconstruction, while less than half of those with low levels of earthquake damage have finished their repairs. At first this would seem counterintuitive: a complete rebuild is more expensive and requires more labor than minor repairs. However, households at higher levels of damage would find their house uninhabitable and families would typically live in a temporary shelter, adding impetus to finishing reconstruction. In addition, the repair of an earthquake-damaged house is typically complex and unfamiliar to local construction workers, whereas complete reconstruction is more straightforward.

Most families in rural Nepal lived in stone-and-mud houses at the time of the 2015 earthquake. Such structures have very low earthquake resistance; tragically most of these houses collapsed partially or totally in the earthquake. One community leader described the earthquake destruction as “like the effect of a bomb – smoke was rising as mud houses were destroyed.”

“The earthquake destroyed something that people had spent all their savings on: their houses.”
– Municipality Mayor

Figure 5: Most households rebuilt with safer materials. After the earthquake, more than two-thirds of households in our survey rebuilt their house using materials that were safer than the original stone with mud mortar.
The destruction and trauma wrought by the earthquake brought the earthquake safety of buildings to the forefront of people’s minds. In addition to this, the National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) endeavored to provide technical assistance for safer reconstruction by sending field engineers to affected areas and by conditioning the distribution of financial assistance on reconstruction progress following their minimum standards. More than two-thirds of households in our survey rebuilt a house with incrementally safer materials – replacing mud with cement and in some cases replacing stone with brick. Having had a visit from a field engineer was instrumental in the decision to rebuild using safer materials.

The cash grant from the NRA helped people get started but was not enough to rebuild an entire house. People appreciated receiving this assistance and appreciated receiving the technical advice on home design, but there remained a major cost burden that each household had to cover. This cost burden was greater for those who had decided to rebuild by buying safer materials – cement and brick – rather than re-using local stone and mud. These households faced additional difficulties in procuring building materials that were in high demand and transporting these to their home sites.

Consequently, many households have gone into debt, often at high interest rates. Households that are rebuilding with safer combinations of materials tend to take longer to finish reconstruction, tend to build houses that are smaller than their pre-earthquake houses, and tend to go into debt by doing so. People are concerned about being able to repay their debts. While many households have been able to recover their income to pre-earthquake levels, they no longer consider this income sufficient for their needs, as they now have more debt.

3.3: Socioeconomic impacts and recovery

Beyond damage to buildings and the costs of rebuilding, an earthquake, like any disaster, has far-reaching effects. Many of these further effects are not as immediately visible as physical damage. Many residents and community leaders told us that there remain substantial unmet needs from the mental trauma related to the earthquake. Nearly a tenth of our survey sample had two or more indicators of post-traumatic stress symptoms (on a four-item scale). Women were more likely to have post-traumatic stress symptoms, as were those who had lost a family member in the earthquake, those who experienced an additional disaster after the earthquake, those who had not yet finished reconstructing their home, and those who lived in more geographically isolated areas. Though our survey interviewed adults, community leaders told us that school children have also had psychological difficulties.

Education was interrupted as damaged schools needed repair or replacement, while teachers were themselves busy rebuilding their own homes and

“I had a lot of difficulties. It feels like this one life has already been three lives.”
– Resident who lost his wife to the earthquake and lost his farmland to landslides

“Even now, students are afraid if they hear an abrupt noise and think of the earthquake. They have not been able to study well.”
– Community leader
COMMUNITY LEADER PERSPECTIVES

When asked what could be done to help recovery from an earthquake or another disaster to be more swift and complete, community leaders suggested a wide variety of needs in areas that bridged from disaster recovery to development in general:

More aid, more rapidly delivered:
- Larger reconstruction grants for homes
- More technical assistance for building design
- Faster provision of these forms of aid

New forms of recovery support:
- Low-interest loans for homeowners and businesses
- Psychosocial support

Support for development and resilience-building:
- Better infrastructure: roads, water supply, community facilities that are less vulnerable to earthquakes and landslides
- More construction following earthquake-resistant design
- Vocational, sanitation, and disaster preparedness training
- Support for vulnerable populations
- More facilities and support for health and education

Despite the broad impacts, many aspects of life did not fundamentally change because of the earthquake. People generally recovered their livelihoods, though not without difficulty. At the time of the earthquake, many family members were living abroad and sending remittances. These families faced the difficult tradeoff between having their relative return home, to help with the recovery and provide emotional support, and having their relative stay abroad, to maintain the much-needed remittance income. Though there were many cases of return migration earlier than planned, many families have since sent a family member abroad again to restore that source of income, though at the cost of additional travel and fees.

There were also areas of improvement: though the earthquake damaged roads, many communities say their accessibility is now better than it was before the earthquake, reflecting a general trend of road building and improvement in Nepal. Sanitation conditions improved in some communities where programmes to build better toilets were carried out.
The earthquake was a physical event at one moment in time. The most immediate, tangible, and at times tragic impact was the destruction of people’s homes. From this one form of impact, over the following years many other difficulties arose indirectly in many other aspects of people’s well-being. Some indirect impacts may have intergenerational consequences, especially disruption to education, nutrition, and the taking on of burdensome debt.

Despite the broader set of impacts that arise indirectly from building damage, finishing rebuilding their homes remains a major focus for residents. It can be difficult to attend to other problems when the challenges of rebuilding a home and the discomfort and insecurity of living in a temporary shelter all occupy so much of people’s attention, effort, and investment. For these reasons, in the next section we return the focus to the completion of home reconstruction. We turn to the question of whether it may be possible, at the outset of a post-disaster reconstruction, to use pre-existing datasets to identify geographical areas where people may have greater difficulty rebuilding their homes.
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Rapidly estimating Post-Disaster Persistent Need

Post-Disaster Persistent Need (PDPN) is a metric that predicts the future outcome of recovery as opposed to immediate impact. It highlights the fact that even though two households might have been impacted equally, one might recover more quickly and to different standards because it benefits from certain factors that put it at an advantage.
4. Rapidly estimating Post-Disaster Persistent Need

As previously explored, assessing building damage alone is insufficient to capture the complexity of disaster impacts and resulting needs for recovery. Two equally impacted households might recover at entirely different rates and to different standards due to different pre-existing socio-economic factors—such as prior saved assets or access to community resources and infrastructure—that put one at an advantage over the other.

4.1: The meaning of Post-Disaster Persistent Need

We develop a new metric, called Persistent Recovery Need (PRN), that attempts to capture those combinations of factors leading to consistent and continued inability to recover from a disaster. While building damage maps are crucial information for planning and prioritizing recovery assistance, Post-Disaster Persistent Need attempts to identify populations at high risk of being unable to recover despite standard assistance. It serves as valuable and actionable information to be mapped in conjunction with building damage.

As opposed to the building damage assessment (conducted through G-DIF), which is an estimate of the immediate state of impact, the PDPN metric is a prediction of a future outcome of recovery. The PDPN metric shows the likelihood of not recovering given that a community has suffered a certain level of impact and possesses certain pre-existing vulnerability indicators.

Post-Disaster Persistent Need can be explored and predicted for different metrics of recovery depending on available data and interests of stakeholders (e.g. housing recovery, livelihood recovery, etc). Here, we look at the likelihood to reconstruct one’s house as our recovery outcome due to its importance in the recovery process and its influence on various other household well-being factors. Given the level of damage at the time of the disaster (point A), what is the probability that a house will stay damaged (point B1) versus reconstructed (point B2) in t years after the disaster? In this case, damage is the measure of impact and housing reconstruction is the measure of recovery. Factors that are obstacles to a household’s ability to reach full reconstruction could be their access to certain construction materials or socioeconomic status (in orange).

![High Post-Disaster Persistent Need](image)

![Low Post-Disaster Persistent Need](image)

Figure 6: The meaning of Post-Disaster Persistent Need for housing recovery. Two households that have been equally impacted may face different needs during the recovery process. A household that makes no reconstruction progress (top) will have greater Post-Disaster Persistent Need.
While G-DIF is calibrated in near-real-time based on field observations of damage collected rapidly after a disaster, PDPN is applied to the current disaster using a model that is calibrated with recovery data from a previous disaster in a similar context. This is because we *weight the importance of different obstacles to recovery based on their past relationships to recovery progress.*

### 4.2: Approach to modeling need

For Nepal, we develop the model to predict the PDPN metric using responses to questions from our field surveys as measurements of damage and reconstruction progress. We use these field surveys to calibrate a model that predicts the likelihood to recover (only for severely damaged houses, ~400) by relating these recovery outcomes to spatial proxy data that represent different factors of recovery. The spatial proxy data we use would be available rapidly after an event in most developing contexts, and includes data from census, remote-sensing, or geospatial models. Here, we examined the utility of a suite of 38 spatial proxies (see Annex) in terms of predicting the likelihood to reconstruct. The overall model to predict the PDPN metric is shown in Figure 7.

**Figure 7: Predicting Post-Disaster Persistent Need.** We develop a model that relates recovery outcomes from a previous disaster with proxies for obstacles to recovery. In doing so, the PDPN metric is a direct metric of recovery, predicting the likelihood of a certain outcome years after the disaster.

Our approach to predict Post-Disaster Persistent Need is different from typical resilience or vulnerability indicators which aggregate factors of resilience together into a weighted average (where weights can be defined through multiple methods) without relating them to recovery outcomes of interest. We can see the difference by comparing our PDPN model to the model to develop resilience indicators in Figure 8.
This framework relates proxies to the probability of a household recovering in a certain amount of time (here $t=4$ years) after a disaster. Since we are predicting the probability of a household being in one of two classes—constructed or not—we compare classification models that can predict probabilities. For Nepal, we compare two machine learning models to predict the probability of a damaged or collapsed home reconstructing in 4 years, and find that both random forests and logistic regression have comparable results. The random forests prediction performs slightly better (as evaluated by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve through cross-validation), and provides more realistic probabilities, so we show results from this model for the rest of this section. For more information on this modeling process see the Annexes for links to our project code, or to more generally understand the use of machine learning for disaster risk management, see The World Bank GFDRR’s Machine Learning for Disaster Risk Management guidance note.
1 Collect impact and recovery data
To build a model to predict persistent recovery need, we first need high-resolution measurements (from the field) of household impact and recovery from a previous disaster. In this example, our measure of impact is household damage and recovery is reconstruction progress 4 years after the earthquake.

2 Gather proxies for obstacles to recovery
Our goal is to predict the likelihood to recover at all locations in the affected region. To do this, we use spatial proxies for the obstacles to recovery. In Nepal, we tested 38 different proxies from spatial models, remote-sensing, and census.

3 Train PRN model(s)
Once we connect the data from 1 and 2 together, we can train models to predict the likelihood to recover (y) using data on the obstacles to recovery (x). In this example we test two models: a logistic regression and a probability random forest.

4 Select most important proxies
To ease data collection after future disasters, we want to remove proxies that are non-informative or redundant. The selection of proxies should be semi-automated to remove modeler bias, but also evaluated by the modeler to ensure the selected variables make sense.

5 Retrain, evaluate, & select best model
Once the most important variables are selected, each model should be retrained and evaluated on a validation set. Since we are predicting probabilities, we recommend using the model with the highest area under the ROC curve as the final PRN model.

6 Use PRN model in next disaster
Once the PRN model is developed for a certain region, it can be used to predict the areas of low and high persistent recovery need after a future disaster.
4.3: Mapping the spatial distribution of need

While our approach reduces the generalizability of individual PDPN models, it simply reflects the reality that obstacles to recovery are context specific. For example, we found that remoteness is a significant factor in the ability of communities to recover in rural Nepal, but we might expect this to differ in dense urban environments, or island contexts. The model developed here is therefore tailored to the context of mountainous rural areas in South-Asia, with the most important proxies for prediction shown in Figure 9.

Here, we estimate the PDPN metric (the probability of not finishing reconstruction) for all grids in the affected region. We can interpret the final estimates shown in Figure 10a as the probability of every household within a grid not completing reconstruction four years after the earthquake. The model developed here is therefore tailored to the context of mountainous rural areas in South-Asia, with the most important proxies for prediction shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. Important proxies to predict housing recovery in Nepal.](image)

Shown side-by-side with the true damage from the earthquake, we can see that the two maps highlight different spatial distributions of impact. The map of PDPN on the left shows areas with greater persistent recovery need towards the southeast, while the damage map highlights the areas with the greatest impact in the areas towards the north. The difference between these two maps clearly show that using building damage as the only basis for recovery decisions may be insufficient to help those that will experience persistent needs throughout the recovery process.
4.4: Advantages

This framework to develop a more needs-based metric for impact was built and tested using data from Nepal and should be tested for multiple locations and recovery outcomes. The general model-building process can also be implemented for other sectors, as long as a measure of impact and recovery can be collected. Though, given the prevalence of reconstruction progress data over other measurements of recovery, it may be simplest for stakeholders to start with housing recovery and then move to other sectors.

Requirements to develop a PRN prediction model in your region: The PDPN model requires a scattered set of field surveys of a recovery metric (i.e. reconstruction progress) from a previous disaster and spatial proxies for the obstacles to that recovery (for example, proportion of elderly people)

- Field surveys of a recovery outcome distributed over a region of interest
- A measure of impact at those same locations (either from field surveys or another proxy)
- Spatial proxies for likely factors affecting recovery from either models, remote-sensing, or census data
- PDPN model implemented in the source code using the R statistical computing software is available through the project resources page

The coupling of rapid maps of damage and rapid maps of need can inform recovery programs that are becoming increasingly focused on holistic needs, rather than solely on physical losses41. Using these two maps together, we are able to identify areas with high damage that will likely experience persistent recovery needs over time after the disaster happens. This expands our definition of impact informatics to be forward-looking and holistic, because it predicts future recovery given all the multifaceted characteristics that influence it.

Importantly, the same model used to predict recovery need in a post-disaster situation can also be used for risk reduction prior to a disaster. Given predicted damage from a standard earthquake hazard model, the PDPN framework can identify communities likely to struggle in recovery. These can be targeted for seismic risk reduction interventions and social programs to increase their resilience prior to an inevitable earthquake. As such the model can be used to promote equitable recovery following an earthquake as well as promote equitable (and reduced) risk prior to it.
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34 The selection of proxies that go into our model was collectively decided and driven by theory and our interviews with community leaders. To balance this with data-driven evidence, we let the model decide which variables are most predictive of recovery.

35 Random forests are an ensemble statistical learning method which averages the results of a large number of individual, decorrelated decision trees. For more information see: Breiman, Leo. 2001. "Random Forests." Machine Learning 45 (1): 5–32. https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9781107415324.004.

36 Logistic regression models predict the log likelihood of an outcome given a set of predictor variables. For more information see: Hastie, Trevor J, Robert J Tibshirani, and J Jerome H Friedman. 2009. The Elements of Statistical Learning. Springer.


40 Note - this map is subject to change based on future updates to the model, to see the latest prediction of Post-Disaster Persistent Need, visit https://disaster-analytics.com/projects/ier-nepal.

Recommendations and operating procedures

The tools and perspectives for informatics for equitable recovery should be implemented, evaluated, and used for other regions. We provide a summary of the tools, recommendations for their use, and highlight limitations.
5. Recommendations and operating procedures

Both the Geospatial Data Integration Framework (G-DIF) and the Post-Disaster Persistent Need (PDPN) framework are meant to be implemented immediately after a disaster to estimate high-resolution maps of impact and likely areas with significant recovery need due to pre-existing vulnerability characteristics. We have provided examples of how these frameworks were developed and tested using data from the 2015 Nepal earthquake. However, we have formulated these frameworks so that they can be both implemented, examined, improved and used in future disasters in other regions of the world. This section will outline

1. the procedure for implementing these frameworks in future disasters,
2. the uses and limitations of these frameworks and
3. the implications of using these frameworks.

5.1: Summary of the tools and how they work together

The G-DIF and PDPN frameworks can be implemented together in the weeks after a disaster. The main requirements are a limited sample of field-based data (or other validation data that is highly accurate) to use as training/calibration data to calibrate each model. The key difference between G-DIF and PDPN is that the model to predict PDPN is trained before the next disaster, while the model to predict damage is trained immediately after the disaster. This is because damage data are measurements of immediate impact and so can be collected in the weeks after a disaster, while the recovery data required for the PDPN framework can only be collected years after a disaster. If there is no data from a previous disaster in a comparable context, only G-DIF can be used. Nonetheless, monitoring recovery would enable PDPN to be used for risk reduction measures or immediately after a future disaster in a comparable context.
The key features of the G-DIF are that it:
1. integrates multiple datasets that are expected to be available in most post-disaster scenarios;
2. is locally calibrated to the specific context using relatively few field-based data;
3. leverages the spatial nature and correlation that exists in damage data for improved damage estimation.

Conceptually, this framework is generalizable to other contexts and other hazards as long as we have some sample of field-based data (or other calibration data that is highly accurate) so that it can be recalibrated to any new local context. Maps of estimated damage can then be produced by combining these field data with other damage proxies (such as shakemap or remote-sensing based assessments) using G-DIF. By nature of the model, any proxies that are uninformative will have lower weights in the final damage estimate based on how well they predict the observed damage from the field-based data. Importantly, the maps of damage can be improved (and uncertainty reduced) over time as more field-based data is added, or additional damage proxies are integrated in the model.

While field data collection in post-disaster settings is often complex and time-consuming, such data collection is critical to building understanding of the disaster event, and is in fact already part of numerous standard humanitarian and early recovery activities. The field collection of damage data for G-DIF is also an opportunity to identify households to collect recovery data to build the PDPN metric for a future disaster.

Beyond building damage, this study demonstrates the importance of non-damage factors in household’s ability to recover from disaster. The PDPN framework is designed to account for such non-damage factors and provide early estimates of areas at high risk of significant and persistent needs for recovery. The key features of the PDPN framework are that it

1. predicts a forward-looking metric of persistent recovery need over time rather than immediate damage;
2. uses readily available and spatially explicit proxies for the obstacles to recovery;
3. is applicable to other recovery outcomes of interest as long as it can be measured in the field,
4. and can be used for pre-disaster estimation and mapping of communities likely to possess significant vulnerability characteristics.

The G-DIF and PDPN models provide flexible frameworks for estimating and mapping immediate post-disaster damage and areas likely to have significant recovery challenges. While they were developed and demonstrated for the particular context of Nepal following the 2015 earthquake, the models are easily adaptable to other contexts, hazards, data-sources and metrics of relevant impact. They are not limited to specific datasets--or even metrics of impact or recovery--since these frameworks are meant to adapt with time and from place-to-place. Current and future applications of the model, model updates, source code and additional resources are described in the annex.
5.2: Guidelines for using tools

There are numerous use-cases for these tools to develop high-resolution maps of impact, both for Nepal and other contexts.

5.2.1: Rapid Post-Disaster Damage Estimation using the Geospatial Data Integration Framework

The Post Disaster Needs Assessment (PDNA) requires an estimate of the “disaster effects”, or the damages and losses to each sector, one of which is housing. Two of the main key steps of carrying out the PDNA is data collection--field visits and gathering of secondary quantitative data-- and consolidation/analysis--compilation of the collected data43. The G-DIF can easily be implemented within the already existing PDNA process and the expected timeline of a few weeks following a disaster.

To implement G-DIF, those carrying out the sectoral damage assessment could collect any and all available field-based data that exists from field reconnaissance teams, civil defence groups, and PDNA field evaluation teams.

A desk review can be carried out to collect all available secondary damage datasets. This would include damage forecasts based on hazard source models (like the USGS’s Earthquake ShakeMap/PAGER estimates or hurricane track and wind-speed based models) or remote-sensing based damage proxies (like NASA’s Damage Proxy Map or other estimates made available). The accuracy of each secondary dataset should not be of much concern, since the model in G-DIF will self-evaluate and weight individual secondary datasets based on their performance in predicting observed damage from the field-based data.

As an example, the map in Figure 2a could have been implemented for the 2015 Nepal earthquake. This estimate can be translated to economic losses using information on housing types and their cost to reconstruct.

Beyond the Post Disaster Needs Assessment, the resulting damage estimate can be updated over time as more field-based data is collected. These estimates can inform more recovery-oriented decisions such as the Post-Disaster Recovery Framework, a document that outlines the structure of recovery policies that should be put in place over the years following the disaster44.

5.2.2: Estimating Post-Disaster Persistent Need with the PDPN Framework.

This study has demonstrated that physical damage alone is an insufficient metric to capture the variation in post-disaster recovery needs. It is important to focus on persistent need, because those households that are unable to recover are likely to be the most vulnerable.
Beyond damage, we have identified several other factors that are important to predict a household’s persistent need in the years after a disaster. While the importance of each individual predictor is likely to be context-specific, our study in Nepal confirms the importance of using socio-economic indicators as additional information in early decision making surrounding recovery and assistance. Some likely important indicators identified empirically through this study include a household’s distance to the nearest market, the percentage of young children and elderly, and a proxy for socioeconomic status (as reflected by the percentage of homes without toilets in their home).

Factors likely to be important determinants of difficulties in recovery are often surmised during the PDNA process (and many other processes in the post-disaster phase) through pre-existing studies or local expert-based knowledge. The framework to develop the PDPN metric identifies those factors that correlate with housing non-recovery and provides a spatially explicit prediction of where recovery is likely to be particularly challenging. If a model to develop the PDPN metric is already trained before implementing a PDNA, this could provide an additional quantitative estimate of recovery needs. If a model to develop the PDPN metric does not already exist, individual socio-economic indicators that are identified during the PDNA process as obstacles to recovery could be compiled and mapped, so they are used more directly in the recovery process.

Regular multidisciplinary surveys of recovery can be used to build PDPN models to estimate which locations are likely to have persistent needs across the whole of the affected area. Outside of building the PDPN models, these surveys also serve the purpose of monitoring recovery progress. Collecting recovery data with multidisciplinary teams ensures that multiple aspects of recovery (e.g. housing, livelihood, nutrition, etc) are monitored and, later, modeled. Representing recovery holistically would facilitate more effective and equitable plans that support the multifaceted needs of affected communities.

5.3: Model limitations

Both the Geospatial Data Integration Framework and the Post-Disaster Persistent Needs Framework contain prediction models, as such, they provide estimates of damage and of the likelihood to recover. As with any model, estimates are a useful indicator but are not completely correct predictions, and can in fact be incorrect. Key questions for users of a model include: what is the uncertainty in model prediction? What level of uncertainty is acceptable? What decisions are appropriate and not appropriate based on a model with particular uncertainties?

5.3.1: Limitations of G-DIF

We attempt to validate these models and be transparent about any models that we create. One of the strengths of the G-DIF is that it locally calibrates other damage data using field data that are observed measurements of damage for a specific context and specific disaster. While this is an advantage, it does present a danger for model bias if the field data used
3.2 Limitations of the model to predict PDPN
The map of Post-Disaster Persistent Need should be seen as a starting point as well. It highlights areas that are likely to not recover given that they have been impacted. Reasons why certain areas are highlighted should be further investigated through site visits throughout the recovery process.

This specific model of PDPN was built for one context, one type of disaster, and one definition of recovery (reconstruction progress). The main assumption here is that the recovery trajectories from a past disaster can be predictive of future disaster recoveries. To the degree that this may not hold – if something significant has changed, such as the injection of external aid after one disaster but not another – the model will make less reliable predictions. We note that similar limitations apply to any other predictive recovery or resilience model, especially those models that apply aggregation methods to quantify resilience (discussed more in Section 6).

to calibrate the prediction model is biased or otherwise not representative of the overall damage. To mitigate this risk, field surveyors should ensure that the field sample covers
• a wide range of damage levels (including no damage at all) and
• the full spectrum of typologies of buildings and affected environments (example: urban, rural, peri-urban).

The models contained in G-DIF predict the best estimate of damage and at the highest resolution possible based on available information. This means that within an individual estimate (here, a pixel of about 300m x 300m), the prediction is of the average damage of all buildings within that area. Thus, some buildings within an area might have collapsed even if the overall average damage is quite low, or vice versa. G-DIF aims to provide estimates averaged over small areas, but cannot predict the damage to any particular building. Despite everything, error and uncertainty will still exist. Some areas may be predicted as undamaged while they are in fact significantly damaged due to processes that are not captured in the model or data inputs.

Minding this, the G-DIF estimate is not a replacement for field-surveys of damage, which are absolutely necessary. The model is geared at providing best possible estimates in the short term, filling an important information need before extensive field surveys are conducted. Users should use this model as a first best estimate, knowing that it can be incorrect at the local level. Over time, the model can be improved by integrating more field and secondary data, and should eventually be supplanted by ground-based assessments.

5.3.2 Limitations of the model to predict PDPN
The map of Post-Disaster Persistent Need should be seen as a starting point as well. It highlights areas that are likely to not recover given that they have been impacted. Reasons why certain areas are highlighted should be further investigated through site visits throughout the recovery process.
The PDPN model also depends on proxy data for the different obstacles to recovery. Broadly, the modeler is responsible to select proxy variables informed by theory, on-the-ground evidence, and multiple perspectives. Furthermore, a model is only as good as the data it is built upon, so it is the modeler’s interest to ensure all data inputs are of good quality. This would improve if census data were collected more regularly and in more detail and as more high resolution estimates of obstacles to recovery (for example estimates of poverty⁴⁵) are developed further. That being said, the map of predicted Post-Disaster Persistent Need would benefit from additional validation by developing a similar model with an alternative recovery dataset from the same disaster.

Finally, by no means should the map shown in this report be interpreted as a map of current recovery rates. That data is available on various public sources⁴⁶,⁴⁷. Our model shown here represents the spatial distribution of recovery had the entire affected area been heavily and equally impacted (it is independent of damage).

Overall, both the damage and PDPN estimates shown here are focused in rural Nepal, in 11 districts where a detailed post-disaster survey enabled us to develop these models effectively. These 11 districts were heavily impacted by the disaster, but so were some areas in neighboring districts. Importantly, recovery needs from the 2015 earthquake extend beyond the 11 districts that were the focus of this study.

We have highlighted how damage alone is insufficient to map persistent needs, because it does not capture holistic impacts or future recovery likelihoods. Similarly, the map of persistent recovery need should be used in conjunction with the map of damage so as to highlight the areas of high impact and lowest likely recovery rates. When possible, both maps should be developed after a disaster; the combination of the two provide information on both short and long-term impacts imposed by the disaster.
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Policy implications and conclusions
Disasters continue to hinder sustained development progress. Key to mitigating the long-term impact of disasters on vulnerable communities is the ability to rapidly respond and recover from disaster, in ways that build further resilience and protect hard fought development gains. Through our project, we have developed new information systems aligned with this goal.

Specifically, our study has produced two new models for (1) more accurate estimation and mapping of post-disaster damage (G-DIF, Section 2), and (2) prediction and mapping of post-disaster persistent need that accounts for pre-existing community vulnerability characteristics (PDPN, Section 4). Through extensive field interviews of households impacted by disaster, our work has further described the complexity of disaster impacts and recovery trajectories experienced by disaster-affected households (Section 3).

We believe that disaster data providers, recovery planners and policymakers, nongovernmental organisations (NGOs), the disaster risk reduction (DRR) community, and disaster-affected groups can all benefit from applying the tools or perspectives developed through our project. Fundamentally, we argue for expanding the understanding of post-disaster evidence, treating recovery needs as evolving and dynamic, leveraging recovery data for risk reduction efforts, and designing policies that are sensitive to differential needs.

6.1: Expand the understanding of post-disaster evidence, inputs, and processes

Current post-disaster information systems tend to emphasise physical damage and losses, produce estimates of damage without estimates of uncertainty, and tend not to be calibrated against locally collected damage information (such as field surveys). One crucial implication of tools like G-DIF and PDPN is therefore that response and recovery stakeholders now have rapidly deployable methods to combine multiple types of data inputs and estimate context-specific impacts and recovery outcomes.

Rather than having to choose between competing and uncertain estimates, recovery planners and agencies can use G-DIF to synthesize an expanding slate of data inputs to map building damage, and use the PDPN framework to understand how recovery needs vary across space. Concretely, this may mean something as simple as incorporating tools like G-DIF and PDPN in preparedness training, or as complex
as codifying processes for rapid data collection and incorporate data integration principles in organisational best practices. At the very least, a platform to both identify post-disaster data requirements and to share disaster datasets would organize and make usable the multiple datasets that are produced after an event.

While stakeholders can use these tools to better organise post-disaster information that they receive, disaster data providers should also ensure that the estimates they provide are transparent about inputs and uncertainties, and amenable to being combined with and validated against other data sources. For G-DIF, this means that all damage datasets should clearly document any underlying datasets and methods, use damage metrics that are consistent with those used on the ground, and cover the region of interest that stakeholders need. More generally, this implication highlights how important it is for data providers — such as international science agencies and remote sensing organisations — to understand how response and recovery agencies will actually use the data they provide. We see considerable potential here for data providers to engage more actively with recovery stakeholders through well-understood processes like user-centered design and participatory research. Programs that seek to bridge across these groups would be crucial for better tailoring data products to user needs.

Furthermore, the use of geospatial proxies for socioeconomic characteristics — a key aspect of the PDPN approach — also broadens the scope of inputs in disaster information systems. The PDPN model relies on context-specific proxies for obstacles to recovery, such as remoteness indices, environmental datasets, and census variables. These datasets should be further developed and made openly available to be used for disaster modeling purposes (for instance, Nepal has a geonode which hosts open spatial datasets, including models developed specifically for Nepal[49]). These implications are particularly salient for disaster and risk modelers who currently rely on very specific types of exposure and vulnerability data, so that they can incorporate other types of insightful data into their models.

6.2: Treat recovery needs as evolving and dynamic

A core issue highlighted by PDPN and by our household recovery survey is that damage assessments and numerous recovery plans are currently based on information collected at a single, specific window in time: the immediate response and early recovery phase. While this is understandable given the structure of disaster aid — where needs assessments usually serve as inputs into a donor conference to secure aid pledges — there is good reason to believe that recovery needs can evolve over time. Some households and communities may be exposed to subsequent disasters, struggle to receive technical assistance, have less access to economic opportunities, or be affected by other obstacles to recovery. In essence: a one-shot disaster impact and needs assessment process is not enough to convincingly describe the recovery needs of a region through the years after a disaster.
Recognising these realities, we see potential for disaster reduction organisations and international aid groups to develop methods for monitoring and updating disaster impacts and recovery data over time. There is already strong interest and action in this direction, especially in Nepal: multiple NGOs and aid groups have published\textsuperscript{49, 50, 51} analyses year-on-year documenting the recovery process and the effects of interventions. A platform to share, consolidate and consistently format such data using a clear methodology could greatly enrich our understanding of recovery obstacles in specific contexts.

6.3: Leverage recovery data collection for risk reduction efforts

Researchers and practitioners have long emphasised the value of linking recovery efforts with disaster risk reduction and resilience-building. Our tools suggest several implications for such efforts to build back better, especially for local and national recovery planners. For one, collecting recovery data allows us to measure, and therefore support, improvements in household safety and building stock. Detailed recovery data from household surveys allow us to identify where, and to what degree, households are able to build back better or otherwise recover in ways that boost their resilience. Agencies could cross-reference this data with their own knowledge of targeted interventions and technical assistance to identify areas where specific resilience-building initiatives were effective.

An important corollary of this is that PDPN and household recovery surveys allow us to identify and name obstacles to recovery, which could have implications for risk reduction efforts. Since our project’s scope and tools focus on more than just building damage, narratives around ‘building back better’ quickly become more complicated — recovery planners and community leaders would benefit from knowing when resilience gains in one dimension (e.g. safe construction) have come at the expense of another dimension (e.g. increased debt). Similarly, the PDPN tool could highlight and therefore allow for international risk reduction practitioners to target less conventional obstacles to recovery that emerge from the PDPN metric, especially prior to the next disaster.

Additionally, we see our tools as opportunities to build links and capacity between local recovery efforts and international disaster risk reduction practice. In designing tools like G-DIF and PDPN which are input-agnostic but context-specific (i.e. flexible to diverse data inputs while locally calibrated), our team carefully made decisions balancing applicability (i.e. ensuring that our tools were truly usable) with generalisability (i.e. developing insights from Nepal’s recovery that can inform disaster reduction globally). One implication of our approach is that resulting maps of impact and need are tailored to Nepal’s context in the Gorkha 2015 earthquake recovery process, but the framework, models and process of mapping and calibrating against ground truth data is broadly applicable in other contexts and for other hazard and disaster types. We envision that salient lessons will be developed as G-DIF and PDPN — or indeed, other tools that combine multiple types of data with ground truth — are applied in different contexts.
The PDPN tool will become more robust the more that it is used. PDPN assumes that past experiences with recovery from a disaster can inform our understanding of recovery obstacles for a subsequent disaster in a similar context. While this assumption has support from previous research, it would best be tested by application in many contexts. To this end, it would be helpful for risk reduction practitioners to gather recovery data and experiences in other contexts and regions to develop tools like the PDPN, even before the next disaster. This will help recovery planning stakeholders gauge how well PDPN may perform in the context where they work. This not only provides a useful input for recovery planning following a particular disaster, but also enables a deeper understanding of recovery obstacles that are common across multiple disaster events.

6.4: Design recovery policies sensitive to differential needs
Our surveys and tools illustrate how household experiences of recovery can diverge, how stakeholders can predict or estimate differential needs, and how physical damage alone is an insufficient measure of disaster impact. Since aid decisions are highly motivated by contextual factors and resource constraints, we do not prescribe any specific model of aid delivery to address inequities in pre-disaster vulnerability and recovery outcomes. Rather, an implication of tools like G-DIF and PDPN is that vulnerable groups — groups that will persistently struggle with recovery — can also be defined and understood using empirical categories like recovery outcomes. This evidence can validate, or in some cases nuance, other pre-existing portrayals of vulnerability. These tools can complement and extend our understanding of vulnerability — to help make invisible inequities visible — toward more equitable recovery.

6.5: Towards reflective, human-centric post-disaster evidence
The tools and perspectives developed by our project — informatics for equitable recovery — ultimately contribute to a more human-centric understanding of post-disaster impact. Current informatics focus on buildings, lost assets, and other metrics that conceal the nuances of how disasters leave households with persistent unmet needs. Even within categories such as housing, we have highlighted how closely issues like reconstruction can be intertwined with livelihood and social aspects of recovery. By distinguishing between estimates of damage (which are addressed by G-DIF) and need (which PDPN focuses on), we illustrate how disaster informatics can incorporate new and relevant types of information that enable more equitable recovery.
Fundamentally, our aim is to enable stakeholders to use evidence in post-disaster contexts in systematic ways that incorporate ground realities and are sensitive to issues of equity. We make a case for collecting data on recovery systematically and openly, even after a disaster event, so that stakeholders and users of post-disaster data can understand persistent needs and obstacles to recovery more holistically. We also invite deeper engagement with questions of equity in disaster informatics more broadly, especially given the role of new technologies and data sources in commonly implemented processes.
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Annexes

Additional information and documentation about the tools, methods and processes developed in this project.
7. Annexes

7.1: Project code and further reading

All additional material to both understand and implement these tools are hosted on our project website at disaster-analytics.com/projects/ier-nepal/. Here you can find:
1. Source code to develop the estimates shown in this report
2. Full academic publications behind each section
3. Blogs
4. Visualizations
5. Media coverage
6. Additional resources

7.2: Datasets used in this study

The datasets used to develop both G-DIF and PDPN models are listed below. Updated links to each dataset can be found on the project website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G-DIF</td>
<td>GT_mnDG</td>
<td>Average damage grade per grid of 290m x 290m from field surveys</td>
<td>NHRP field surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-DIF</td>
<td>DPM_bldg_med</td>
<td>Damage Proxy map</td>
<td>NASA JPL-ARIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-DIF</td>
<td>MMI_mn</td>
<td>Shaking intensity</td>
<td>USGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-DIF, PDPN</td>
<td>dem_cgiar</td>
<td>Digital elevation model</td>
<td>CGIAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Av_HH_Size</td>
<td>Average Household Size per VDC</td>
<td>2011 Nepal Census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>edu_secg10_plus</td>
<td>Percentage of pop. with education greater than grade 9&amp;19</td>
<td>2011 Nepal Census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>evaptot_ici</td>
<td>Total evaporation</td>
<td>ICIMOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>EVI_mod</td>
<td>Enhanced vegetation index</td>
<td>MODIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>EVI_buff</td>
<td>Enhanced vegetation index with a buffer</td>
<td>Self-developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Healthfacdel_dhs</td>
<td>Percentage of births delivered at a health facility</td>
<td>DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Lang_other</td>
<td>Percent of population that speaks a language other than Nepali</td>
<td>2011 Nepal Census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Menlit_dhs</td>
<td>Male literacy rates</td>
<td>DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>MMI_usgs</td>
<td>Modified Mercalli intensity shaking intensity</td>
<td>USGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>NDVI_mod</td>
<td>Normalized difference vegetation index</td>
<td>MODIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>NDVI_buff</td>
<td>Normalized difference vegetation index with a buffer</td>
<td>Self-developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>No_toilet</td>
<td>Percentage of population without a toilet</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Nltt_rad_bin</td>
<td>Binary nightlight radiance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Pop_00.04</td>
<td>Percentage of population under 5</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Pop_05.14</td>
<td>Percentage of population between 5-15</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Pop_15.25</td>
<td>Percentage of population between 15-25</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Pop_25.60</td>
<td>Percentage of population between 25-60</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Pop_60plus</td>
<td>Percentage of population over 60</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Popn_2015_wp</td>
<td>Population density 2015</td>
<td>Worldpop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Prec_ici</td>
<td>Precipitation in April 2015</td>
<td>ICIMOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Pregnancies_wp</td>
<td>Number of pregnancies</td>
<td>Worldpop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>RC_wall</td>
<td>Percentage of households with reinforced concrete wall</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Remote_avg</td>
<td>Average remoteness</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Remote_n1hr</td>
<td>Number of facilities within 1 hour</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>remoteDHO</td>
<td>Remoteness from district headquarter</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>remoteHealthF</td>
<td>Remoteness from a health facility</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>remoteHRRPmrkt</td>
<td>Remoteness from HRRP defined construction market</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Sex_Ratio</td>
<td>Sex Ratio</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Slopedeg</td>
<td>Slope in degrees</td>
<td>Self-developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Soilm_ici</td>
<td>Soil moisture in April 2015</td>
<td>ICIMOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Stunt_dhs</td>
<td>Stunting</td>
<td>DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Tap_Water</td>
<td>Percentage of households whose main drinking supply is from the tap</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Tempavg_ici</td>
<td>Average April temperature</td>
<td>ICIMOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Tot_lit_rate</td>
<td>Total literacy rate</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Urm_wall</td>
<td>Percentage of households with unreinforced masonry wall</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Womlit_dhs</td>
<td>Women's literacy rate</td>
<td>DHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDPN</td>
<td>Wood_Wall</td>
<td>Percentage of households with timber wall</td>
<td>2011 Nepal census</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>